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Reviewer's report:
Dear Authors, Thank you for taking on board reviewer suggestions and updating the manuscript.

However, there remains several language mistakes, too many to list here, but some examples are provided below:
Background, line 33: "Randomly-selecting ..." should be corrected as "randomly selected"
Methods, line 19: "Basing on..." should be corrected as "Based on ...." - this mistake is repeated in discussion line 56
Discussion, line 23: "Moreover, it is also *doubt* that..." should read "doubtful" or "uncertain"
Discussion, line 5: "USPSTF commanded that risk factors ......older age, male, smoking history.........." should read "USPSTF commanded that risk factors ......older age, male *sex*, smoking history.........."
Discussion, line 25: "more consumption" should read "higher" consumption

Background line 27, "whites" should read "Caucasians"
Discussion, line 48: "angionosis" - typo?
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